By Marcus Becker
Alfred Hirschmeier (1931-1996) was one of the most important set designers in East German cinema. After having
studied set and costume design at the School of Arts and Crafts in Charlottenburg in West Berlin, he joined the DEFA Studio
in Potsdam-Babelsberg in 1953 as an assistant to Willy Schiller (1899 – 1973). Hirschmeier became familiar with the
concept and common practice of production designs, which dated from the Ufa period and (in addition to Italian neorealism) was still in effect during the early DEFA period. In the 1960s, Hirschmeier played a decisive role in the modification of production design for the Bildfilm (picture film)1—in contrast to the Dialogfilm (dialog film)—and he became
a guiding star to the younger generation of DEFA production designers and a teacher to the youngest generation. He
worked as a professor at the Konrad Wolf Academy for Film and Television in Potsdam-Babelsberg (now: Filmuniversität Babelsberg Konrad Wolf), where he developed the degree program in scenography. The production design for Kurt
Maetzig´s science-fiction classic Der schweigende Stern (The Silent Star, 1960), movies by Konrad Wolf, like Der geteilte
Himmel (The Divided Heaven, 1964), Goya (1971) and Solo Sunny (1980), or the only East German movie nominated for an
Oscar, Frank Beyer´s Jakob der Lügner (Jacob the Liar, 1974), are counted among his almost 50 works for DEFA.
An audio-visual overture
Alfred Hirschmeier’s production design for Egon Günther´s Wenn du groß bist, lieber Adam (When You’re Older,
Dear Adam) is an effective and highly successful example of a cinematic concept of mise-en-scène, where the synthesis
of scenography and camera (Helmut Grewald) was precisely planned from the start and was made dynamic by the editing (Monika Schindler) and the music (Wilhelm Neef). The meticulously rhythmic opening sequence, like in an overture—
according to the version released in 1990—starts with a static single shot of little Adam reading while sitting to the right
on a roof in front of a firewall that is filling the framing. To the left, approximately in the golden ratio of the Totalvision2
format of 2.35:1, a fire escape and an antenna form an abstract orthogonal pattern. A cut expressively shows baroque
details of the Dresdner Hofkirche (Dresden Cathedral) that are inclined to the right side and which stand out against a
blue sky. The next cut leads back to the roof, another one shot in medium close-up of Adam next to a slanted, entangled
ocean of antennas in front of a blue sky. Only in the next shot is the image set in motion. With a bird’s eye view shot, the
camera turns counter-clockwise and presents Adam with his book, who is now lying on a red carpet as if on an artfully
abstracted meadow of flowers. In these images, the sound track controls the festive beginning of Mendelsohn´s Violin
Concerto —in contrast to the cool, jazzy sounds of the rest of the film—together with tricky neo-platonic light imagery
that Adam recites from his reading (Plotinus’s Enneads). To the sound of pop music and in front of the radiant sky, the
so-called Goldene Reiter (Golden Horseman), the Dresden equestrian statue of King August the Strong from the 18th century
enters the shot vertically from below and is superimposed with the film title. In a parallel plane to this image, a cut
presents a metal fence from the 19th century; a kindergarten school group moves to the right in front of the vertical bars,
a single man moves to the left. The camera pans upwards where a helicopter in a gray sky approaches carrying a huge
utility pole, instead of a Christ figure giving blessing as in Fellini´s La dolce vita (1960), which is invoked here. The real
prologue follows with an anti-illusionist introduction of the characters and the actors according to Brecht´s epic theater.
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The prototype of delayed modernity
With the real city spaces and the interiors shot in the studio, Hirschmeier searched for, or rather created, cinematic environments of a delayed modernity3 that also became prevalent in the GDR beginning in the late 1950s and
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which followed international trends. To some extent, the affirmative sight of the elegantly rational and still sparkling-clean
contemporary architecture of Dresden emerging from the destruction of war had been important already as a prototype
for Günther´s film, namely Frank Vogel´s Der Mann mit dem Objektiv (The Man with the Lens, 1961). A time traveler from the
year 2222 brings into the present setting of Vogel’s film a lens revealing feelings and thoughts with which one can look
into people´s brains—and he fails, just like Adam and his father fail with their flashlight lie-detector. Photos documenting
the search for suitable locations have been preserved in the folders of the DEFA Sudio’s Bild- und Motivarchiv at the Filmmuseum Potsdam (Potsdam Film Museum). They were shot in June 1960 by the production designer Hans Poppe in preparation for this film, and they present the newly completed apartment and business buildings as uncompromisingly modern.
In both When You’re Older, Dear Adam and the comedy Geliebte weiße Maus (Beloved, White Mouse, dir. Gottfried
Kolditz, 1964), also set in Dresden, the perspective of the historic architecture of the city consistently hides the architectural wartime losses. However, in Günther´s film the destruction of war can be verbalized in a conversation between the
minister and Adam´s father, and the camera takes care on the visual level to show only restored parts of the city’s historic
architectural heritage. The fragmentary collections of buildings that are no longer post-catastrophically ruinous, but
rather cleared of rubble and more or less preserved, get left out. The castle tower ruins or a single façade at the end of
the movie, through whose window openings the sky can be seen, conspicuously demonstrate inconspicuous exceptions.
Cityscapes of postwar modernity, like those guiding Hirschmeier´s scenography, staged urban space by means of perspective strategies that invoke the Vitruvian tradition of the Renaissance. Since the city was planned in a car-friendly way, the
volumes of the individual buildings could be enlarged, their facades less detailed, and the distance between the buildings
could be stretched in order to appear in harmony with each other to the drivers passing quickly by. Walter Benjamin had
declared in the early 1930s, “Visual access roads into the nature of the city first present themselves in film as they lead the
motorist into the city.”4 When You’re Older, Dear Adam illustrates such a connection between urban movement and film
when showing cars driving across the Blaues Wunder (Blue Wonder), a spectacular iron bridge in Dresden from 1893. The
camera cannot get enough of the light blue struts of the support structure that shift against each other in perspective when
in motion. Still, it is striking that static camera angles that hold the view of the city and its interiors dominate throughout the
film. Unlike the movies of Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity), it is not merely about the documentation of hitherto ignored
details, but rather it is about entire environments for the plot. Parts of rooms, furniture, and props often appear together
with images on parallel planes across shots and in arrangements that fill the entire picture format. Set design and camera
work suppress picture elements that could give an indication of the depth of the pictured spaces. This results in sets that
are two-dimensional static tableaus that form the background for the movements of the actors.
The set arrangements take on rational and austere patterns and designs of contemporary modernity. They are
conceptualized as two-dimensional compositions and they are photographed that way. These arrangments form the
framework for the witty plot entanglements. Such a mise-en-scène that contributes to the captivatingly visual unity of the
movie prefers, above all, strong grids consisting of horizontal, vertical and slanted lines that dynamize the framing with
diagonal image elements, mostly in a 45-degree angle. Vertical lines show up: on the iron fence during the introduction;
with the presentation of the magic flashlight—which stands on its base on a table decorated with red carnations; in a shot
of numerous identical but inverted flashlights; almost proverbially in a shot of the organ pipes while Konstantin plays the
instrument; and in the white and gray pleats of the stage curtain and the decoration of the lectern during the speech of
the minister. A microphone positioned in a 45-degree angle sets the visual counterpoint here. Horizontal lines are found in
the steps of the Brühlsche Terrassen (Brühl’s Terrace), or in numerous table edges like, for example, the upper edge of the
father´s drawing board, for which a lampshade forms a 45-degree angle. Similarly, a diagonal shows up in isolation with
the oars of the boat in which Adam sways on Moritzburger See (Moritzburg Lake) during the prologue.
Orthogonal grids are formed by the bookshelves and the wall constructed of glass tiles in the Tember family
apartment and by the edges of drawing boards and window grids in the director’s drawing room and office. Diagonal lines,
mostly in a 45-degree angle, are added in the form of jointed arms from folding rulers and lamps, as well as tilted lampshades, from the antenna maze seen during the introduction, all the scaffolding, or the latticework of the Blue Wonder
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Bridge. The double M-logo on a poster of the Leipziger Mustermesse (Leipzig Sample Trade Fair) makes for an appealing
zigzag line in the drawing room.
In contrast to these severe lines that appear in parallel planes across subsequent compositions, the picturesquely
diagonal views are mostly reserved for the baroque architectural heritage; for the sculpturally decorated structure of the
Dresden Cathedral, for example, which is countered by shots of the organ pipes, or is also reserved for the Moritzburg
castle—especially conspicuous here, since this favorite motif in DEFA presents itself in monumental symmetry in so many
other films. For obvious reasons, however, the filmmakers also choose the dynamically diagonal worm´s-eye view when
the illuminated liars lift off the ground.
Adam presents the design principle of the calculated line patterns as a kind of experiment during the film team´s
visit to the parental apartment. Here, a so-called regulator hangs on a white wall, a traditional wall clock from the late 19th
or early 20th century; the original case that was part of it had been removed and in this condition, the regulator became a
“must-have” in every stylish apartment of the 1960s and 1970s. Adam puts the pendulum in motion, which now changes
in front of a neutral background from a steady vertical line to a dynamic diagonal. Adam responds with “Progress” to a
guest´s question as to whether this were a “new construction.” Unpredictable patterns evolve, however, in a scene during
the crisis of the plot, which shows the boy in front of two new buildings in the middle of a chaotic flock of sheep: “And this
is what a desperate situation looks like,” remarks the off-screen commentator.
Design drawings and film
The set design for When You’re Older, Dear Adam was obviously the result of the most thorough joint preliminary
planning by all parties involved. Hirschmeier´s five design sketches that have survived in the Potsdam Film Museum are
evidence of this ideal situation for the protagonists of the picture film. Four of the sketches show in a shot/reverse shot
the opposite sides of Tember´s apartment (Figs. 1-2) and of Tember´s office (Figs. 3-4) respectively, and the fifth shows the
director’s room (Fig. 5). The sketches present not only the interior objects as they can mostly be seen in the film, but
the drawn depictions are largely consistent with the film´s image composition. In broadly-hatched frames, the views of the

Fig. 1—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of the Tember‘s apartment
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier, N005/0013).

Fig. 2—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of the Tember‘s apartment
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier, N005/0014).

Fig. 3—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of Tember´s office
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier N005/0015).

Fig. 4—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of Tember´s office
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier N005/0016).
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Fig. 5—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of the director´s room
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier N005/0017).

interior as autonomous graphic pieces of art cohere compositionally, but they also function as framing for the representations that approach the Totalvision format in their proportions. Although spatial depth is suggested by means of the shortened linear perspective of the furniture portrayed here, Hirschmeier already creates the two-dimensional spatial design by
which the film distinguishes itself. The overlapping objects form, just like in the film, the characteristic grid of orthogonal
and diagonal lines. Bookshelves, table and chair edges, sash bars, and scaffoldings are orthogonal in the two-dimensional
sketched renderings. Jointed rulers, lampshades, and also light reflexes in the windows are depicted diagonally, mostly in
a 45-degree angle. Besides the image-parallel depiction of spatial borders and furniture, the black silhouettes of staffage
figures and objects distributed in a balanced fashion support the flatness of the tableau.
Details, like the samovar, the caseless regulator wall clock, lampshades, and bookshelves in the Tembers’ apartment show up in the film exactly the same way. In the film, some things were dropped or appear in a modified form, like the
pictures of cogwheels. The glass tiles of a wall in the apartment are not offset in rows, but form again a strict grid (in front
of which the film director acts.) Both in the design sketches and in the film, the solid orthogonals dominate in the manager’s office, while next door the collective construction office is characterized by a creative chaos of diagonals. Once the
studio decorations (construction by Willi Schäfer) were being realized, this room design probably appeared to be too static
for the bizarre scenes that take place in the director’s office. Therefore, a convincing restlessness is caused both by construction workers on the scaffolding before the window and also by wild scribblings with white paint on the windowpanes,
whose character remains somewhat mysterious. A linear precision characterizes the drawing style of the interior in all five
sketches and is strongly reminiscent of the design drawings of concurrent architectural practices.5 In contrast to this strict
focus on all these represented objects, the camera prefers medium shots of the protagonists in the scenes in their offices
and it leaves the linear structures of the backgrounds softly outside of the focal distance.
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Dresden and a little bit of Potsdam
In addition to the five sketches discussed above, the Potsdam Film Museum houses two further designs for When
You’re Older, Dear Adam. They combine photos of real locations with overpainting, a collage technique that is typical for
Alfred Hirschmeier. The sketches present the floating liars— as seen in the film—against the backdrop of prominent buildings
for which a historic monument and a landmark of contemporary architecture are alternatively proposed as examples of the
two main elements of the modern city. The 1962 inaugurated cinema Kosmos, the largest cinema for premieres in the GDR and
located in Berlin’s Karl-Marx Boulevard (Fig. 6), stands for socialist modernity. The photo shows the courtyard almost totally
devoid of people. Hirschmeier, however, populates it with a felt pen and quickly sketches some graphic signs for a scant two
dozen upright floating people. An exotic touch is added to the scene by a huge original movie poster showing the face of
Belmondo, who is advertising the French Oscar-nominated comedy L‘ homme de Rio (That Man from Rio, 1964).
Although the splendid Kosmos cinema’s architecture by Josef Kaiser and Herbert Aust had been suitable for the
modern urbanity of When You’re Older, Dear Adam, the film followed Hirschmeier´s second suggestion (Fig. 7). Now a man
sketched in detail with outstretched arms and a bent right leg flies over a busy street filled with a tram, cars and a moped.
The compositional counterbalance to the tram on the right side of the picture is the bulky construction of the classicist
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Fig. 6—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of the floating liars in front of the Berlin cinema Kosmos
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier N005/0018).
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Fig. 7—Alfred Hirschmeier: Design of a floating liar on the Lange Brücke in Potsdam
(Filmmuseum Potsdam, Bestand Hirschmeier N005/0018a).

Nikolaikirche (Nicolai Church) in Potsdam on the left side, one of Karl Friedrich Schinkel´s most important works and
whose dome that was destroyed in the war had been reconstructed from 1955 to 1962.
In the film Adam and his father cross the Blaues Wunder bridge in the car. Their journey does not lead them to the
green hills of the Dresden suburb of Loschwitz, but rather across the Lange Brücke (Long Bridge) in Potsdam right into the
inner city of Potsdam and to the Nicolai Church. They make a woman on the bridge float in the air before their journey ends
at the foot of the Brühlsche Terrasse in Dresden, with a view of Dresden’s Augustus Brücke (Augustus Bridge). Therefore,
fifteen minutes into the film, one could assume that the plot was set in a nondescript East German city; yet, the movie
leaves no doubt that it is in Dresden. Although the name is never mentioned and the off-camera commentator restricts
himself during the prologue to remark that the story takes place in the city over which the helicopter is flying, the next shot
of the Dresden Cathedral suggests this landmark as common knowledge. Indeed, sightseeing, which is so popular in many
movies, is absent here, and even world-famous ensembles like the Dresdner Zwinger palace appear marginally and only
once. However, towards the end of the movie doubts are removed when the minister remarks that it was all about the most
beautiful German city, and when he asks Sepp Tember if he had known the city before its destruction during the war, he
unambiguously brings into play the Dresden self-conception as the maltreated Elbflorenz (Florence at the River Elbe); a
self-conception that was cultivated in the GDR.
How the Potsdam Nicolai Church fits into this picture, and whether Hirschmeier´s collage served its preparation or
possibly documents a change in the production schedule remains unresolved. The proud dome reminds us, however, that
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the historic inner cities, the castles, and the parks of Potsdam represent an inexhaustible pool for locations from the time
of Ufa via DEFA to the contemporary film studios. When You’re Older, Dear Adam is an outstanding DEFA motion picture of
the 1960s due to the precise mise-en-scène, for which both camera and set design worked hand-in-hand. At the very end,
the minister, Adam, and his father stand on a bridge. The parallel image in the next shot merges the concrete motorway
and the unostentatiously elegant railing in an orthogonal pattern; and then several boys throw fishing rods into the picture
in the inevitable 45-degree diagonal.
Translated by Sigrit Schütz.
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We thank the Filmmuseum Potsdam for making Alfred Hirschmeier’s drawings and collages available for this DVD. All
pictures: © Filmmuseum Potsdam.
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